travel instructions
General
PREMA is located in the industrial park
Mainz-Hechtsheim. Mainz belongs to
the metropolitan area Frankfurt/RheinMain with about 5.5 Mio inhabitants.
Thus, PREMA can easily be reached by
aircraft, train or car.

Address:
PREMA Semiconductor GmbH
Robert-Bosch-Str. 6
D-55129 Mainz
phone+49 6131-5062-0
fax +49 6131-5062-220

By car
ARRIVING BY CAR FROM:
A61

Belgium, Aachen or Koblenz
(northwest)

→ at the 'Kreuz Mainz Süd' take
A60 in the direction of Frankfurt
→ exit 22a 'MZ-Hechtsheim-West'

→ at the 'Dreieck Nahetal' take
A60 in the direction of Mainz

→ take a left at the 3rd traffic light
('Gewerbegebiet Einfahrt E')

+ A63 Paris, Saabrücken or
Kaiserslautern (west)

→ pass 3 junctions
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→ clinker construction - 150 m further a
at the left (Robert-Bosch-Straße 6)
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INDUSTRIAL PARK (GEWERBEGEBIET) MZ-HECHTSHEIM

ARRIVING BY CAR FROM:
A5
Berlin, Hamburg, Hannover,
Leipzig or Dresden
(north, northeast)
+ A3 München, Nürnberg or Würzburg
(east, southeast)
→ at the 'Frankfurter Kreuz' take
A3 in the direction of Köln and Mainz
+ A3 Netherlands, Ruhrgebiet or Köln
(Cologne) (aus Norden)
→ at the 'Möchshof Dreieck' take
A67 in the direction of Darmstadt, Mainz
+ A67 Mannheim, Karlsruhe or
Stuttgart (south)
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→ at the 'Rüsselsheimer Dreieck'
A60 in the direction of Mainz,
Kaiserslautern
→ crossing a bridge over the Rhine
→ exit 22 'Mainz-Hechtsheim' (3rd one
after crossing the Rhine)
→ take a left at the exit
→ take a right at the 5th traffic light
('Gewerbegebiet Einfahrt E')
→ pass 1 junction
→ clinker construction - 150 m further a
at the right (Robert-Bosch-Straße 6)
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By Train
Mainz main station (Hbf) is directly
connected to the ICE/IC net of the
Deutsche Bahn
Going by taxi from Mainz main station
(Hbf) to PREMA
→ takes 10-15 minutes; costs about 12
EUROs

Alternative: public transportation
→ tram 50 or 51 to
Hechtsheim/Bürgerhaus
or
Bus 67 to Ebersheim/Zornheim
→ exit 'Mühldreieck'
→ pass main street
→ follow Robert-Bosch-Straße for 300 m
→clinker building on the left side
(Robert-Bosch-Straße 6)

By aircraft
Going to PREMA by Frankfurt airport
(NOT Frankfurt Hahn!)
→ distance Frankfurt airport - Mainz:
about 30 km
Drive on by taxi
→ takes 20-30 min., costs about 55 €
Alternative: drive on by public
transportation
→ from regional train station to Mainz
main station (Hbf)
→ S-Bahn S8 (not S9) or regional
railways in the direction of Wiesbaden
via Mainz Hbf
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From Mainz main station to PREMA
→ drive on by taxi:
takes 10-15 minutes; costs about 12 €
→ alternative: public transportation
tram 50 or 51 to
Hechtsheim/Bürgerhaus
or
Bus 67 to Ebersheim/Zornheim
→ exit 'Mühldreieck'
→ pass main street
→ follow Robert-Bosch-Straße for 300 m
→ clinker building on the left side
(Robert-Bosch-Straße 6)
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